145th Street: short stories (Feb 2000)
By: Myers, Walter Dean, 1937-2014
Ten stories portray life on a block in Harlem.

The 5th wave (May 2013)
By: Yancey, Richard (Rick)
Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien invasion, must rescue her young
brother from the enemy with help from a boy who may be one of them.

After (Aug 2009)
By: Efaw, Amy
In complete denial that she is pregnant, straight-A student and star athlete
Devon Davenport leaves her baby in the trash to die, and after the baby is
discovered, Devon is accused of attempted murder.

Airborn (May 2004)
By: Oppel, Kenneth, 1967Matt, a young cabin boy aboard an airship, and Kate, a wealthy young girl
traveling with her chaperone, team up to search for the existence of mysterious
winged creatures reportedly living hundreds of feet above the Earth's surface.
Amandine (Oct 2001)
By: Griffin, Adele
Her first week at a new school, shy, plain Delia befriends Amandine, not
anticipating the dangerous turns their friendship would take

America (Feb 2002)
By: Frank, E. R.
Teenage America, a not-black, not-white, not-anything boy who has spent
many years in institutions for disturbed, antisocial behavior, tries to piece his
life together.
Andre the giant: his life and legend (May 2014)
By: Brown, Box
Andre Roussimoff is known as both the lovable giant in The Princess Bride
and a heroic pro-wrestling figure. He was a normal guy who'd been dealt an
extraordinary hand in life.
Angus, thongs and full-frontal snogging: confessions of Georgia
Nicolson (Jan 1999)
By: Rennison, Louise
Presents the humorous journal of a year in the life of a fourteen-year-old
British girl who tries to reduce the size of her nose, stop her mad cat from
terrorizing the neighborhood animals, and win the love of handsome hunk
Robbie.
Anna dressed in blood (Aug 2011)
By: Blake, Kendare
For three years, seventeen-year-old Cas Lowood has carried on his father's
work of dispatching the murderous dead, traveling with his kitchen-witch
mother and their spirit-sniffing cat, but everything changes when he meets
Anna, a girl unlike any ghost he has faced before.
Anya's ghost (Jun 2011)
By: Brosgol, Vera
Anya, embarrassed by her Russian immigrant family and self-conscious about
her body, has given up on fitting in at school but falling down a well and

making friends with the ghost there just may be worse.
Au revoir, crazy European chick (Oct 2011)
By: Schreiber, Joe, 1969Perry's parents insist that he take Gobi, their quiet, Lithuanian exchange
student, to senior prom but after an incident at the dance he learns that Gobi is
actually a trained assassin who needs him as a henchman, behind the wheel of
his father's precious Jaguar, on a mission in Manhattan.
Bad boy (Feb 2012)
By: Jordan, Dream
Devastated to find herself back in a group home after a peaceful year of living
with loving foster parents, a Brooklyn teenager striving to become strong and
independent soon falls prey to the dangerous affections of a good looking but
shady young man.
Ball don't lie (Sep 2005)
By: Pena, Matt de la
Seventeen-year-old Sticky lives for basketball and plays at school and at the
Lincoln Rec Center in Los Angeles but he is unaware of the many dangers-including his own past--that threaten his dream of playing professionally.
Bang! (Sep 2005)
By: Flake, Sharon
A teenage boy must face the harsh realities of inner city life, a disintegrating
family, and destructive temptations as he struggles to find his identity as a
young man.
Behind you (May 2004)
By: Woodson, Jacqueline
After fifteen-year-old Jeremiah is mistakenly shot by police, the people who
love him struggle to cope with their loss as they recall his life and death,

unaware that 'Miah is watching over them
Beneath a meth moon (Feb 2012)
By: Woodson, Jacqueline
After losing her mother and grandmother during Hurricane Katrina, Laurel
moves to another town and becomes a methamphetamine addict.
Black and white (May 2005)
By: Volponi, Paul
Two star high school basketball players, one black and one white, experience
the justice system differently after committing a crime together and getting
caught
Black box (Aug 2008)
By: Schumacher, Julie, 1958When her sixteen-year-old sister is hospitalized for depression and her parents
want to keep it a secret, fourteen-year-old Elena tries to cope with her own
anxiety and feelings of guilt that she is determined to conceal from outsiders.
Boy meets boy (Sep 2003)
By: Levithan, David
When Paul falls hard for Noah, he thinks he has found his one true love, but
when Noah walks out of his life, Paul has to find a way to get him back and
make everything right once more.
Breathing underwater (May 2001)
By: Flinn, Alex
Sent to counseling for hitting his girlfriend, Caitlin, and ordered to keep a
journal, sixteen-year-old Nick recounts his relationship with Caitlin, examines
his controlling behavior and anger, and describes living with his abusive
father.

Bronx masquerade (Jan 2002)
By: Grimes, Nikki
While studying the Harlem Renaissance, students at a Bronx high school read
aloud poems they've written, revealing their innermost thoughts and fears to
their formerly clueless classmates.
Bronxwood (Sep 2011)
By: Booth, Coe
Tyrell's life is spinning out of control after his father is released from prison,
his little brother is placed in foster care, and the drug dealers he's living with
are pressuring him to start dealing.
Cardboard (Aug 2012)
By: TenNapel, Doug
After Cam's father gives him a cardboard box for his birthday, they fashion it
into a man that comes to life, but things spin out of control when a bully steals
a scrap of the cardboard to create creatures that disobey his orders and
multiply into an army.
Can't get there from here (Apr 2004)
By: Strasser, Todd
Tired of being hungry, cold, and dirty from living on the streets of New York
City with a tribe of other homeless teenagers who are dying, one by one, a girl
named Maybe ponders her future and longs for someone to care about her.
Cleopatra in space. Book one, Target practice (Apr 2014)
By: Maihack, Mike
Mysteriously zapped thousands of years forward to the present day, a 15-yearold Cleopatra discovers that she is destined to save the galaxy from a
tyrannical overlord, a prophecy that compels her to enroll in a high-tech school
where she can learn modern subjects, alien languages and combat fighting.

The crossover: a basketball novel (Mar 2014)
By: Alexander, Kwame
Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and
lows on and off the court as their father ignores his declining health.

Cryer's cross (Feb 2011)
By: McMann, Lisa
Seventeen-year-old Kendall, who suffers from obsessive-compulsive disorder,
lives with her parents on a potato farm in a tiny community in Montana, where
two teenagers go missing within months of each other, with no explanation.
Cut (Oct 2000)
By: McCormick, Patricia, 1956While confined to a mental hospital, thirteen-year-old Callie slowly comes to
understand some of the reasons behind her self-mutilation, and gradually starts
to get better.
Dancing with an alien (May 2000)
By: Logue, Mary
A teenage boy from outer space travels to earth on a mission to help save his
planet, and ultimately he falls in love, causing his mission to fail.
Lexile: 470
Define 'normal' (Apr 2000)
By: Peters, Julie Anne
When she agrees to meet with Jasmine as a peer counselor at their middle
school, Antonia never dreams that this girl with the black lipstick and pierced
eyebrow will end up helping her deal with the serious problems she faces at
home and become a good friend.

Divergent (May 2011)
By: Roth, Veronica
In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five
predetermined factions to define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision
made more difficult when she discovers that she is an anomaly who does not
fit into any one group, and that the society she lives in is not perfect after all.
Dogs of war (Oct 2013)
By: Keenan, Sheila
Three fictional stories, told in graphic novel format, about soldiers in World
War I, World War II, and the Vietnam War who were aided by combat dogs.
Based on true stories.
Dr. Ernest Drake's dragonology: the complete book of dragons (Nov 2003)
By: Drake, Ernest
Introduces the world of dragons, pondering the different species and their
abilities, and includes a dragon-calling spell, dragon riddles, and samples of
dragon wings and skin
Downsiders (Jun 1999)
By: Shusterman, Neal
A fourteen-year-old boy who lives in the subterranean world beneath New
York City meets a girl from above ground. When she visits him down below,
she discovers his world is not what it appears to be.
Eagle Strike (Apr 2004)
By: Horowitz, Anthony, 1955After a chance encounter with assassin Yassen Gregorovich in the South of
France, teenage spy Alex Rider investigates international pop star and
philanthropist Damian Cray whose new video game venture hides sinister
motives involving Air Force One, nuclear missiles, and the international drug

trade.

Eleanor & Park (Feb 2013)
By: Rowell, Rainbow
Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two starcrossed misfits--smart enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but
brave and desperate enough to try.
Enclave (Apr 2011)
By: Aguirre, Ann
In the aftermath of war and plague, most of New York City's survivors have
moved underground, establishing enclaves where they eke out an existence
and hide from zombie-like Freaks. After 15-year-old Deuce, an enclavedweller, earns the rank of Huntress, she is paired with a mysterious outsider
named Fade...and the two of them discover a secret that could destroy their
precarious society.
Exposed (Feb 2011)
By: Marcus, Kimberly
High school senior Liz, a gifted photographer, can no longer see things clearly
after her best friend accuses Liz's older brother of a terrible crime.

Fallout (Sep 2013)
By: Strasser, Todd
When an unthinkable nuclear attack occurs in an alternate-reality 1962, Scott
is forced into his father's bomb shelter with his family and neighbors, where
they rapidly consume limited supplies and fear the worst about the fate of the
world outside.

The final four (Mar 2012)
By: Volponi, Paul
Four players at the Final Four of the NCAA basketball tournament struggle
with the pressures of tournament play and the expectations of society at large.

The first part last (Jun 2003)
By: Johnson, Angela, 1961Bobby's carefree teenage life changes forever when he becomes a father and
must care for his adored baby daughter.

Flush (Sep 2005)
By: Hiaasen, Carl
With their father jailed for sinking a river boat, Noah Underwood and his
younger sister, Abbey, must gather evidence that the owner of this floating
casino is emptying his bilge tanks into the protected waters around their
Florida Keys home.
Fray (Nov 2003)
By: Whedon, Joss, 1964In a future Manhattan which has become a deadly slum run by mutant crimelords and disinterested cops, Fray--a street kid who thought she had no future-learns she has a great destiny--to unite a fallen city against a demonic plot to
consume mankind.
Gabi, a girl in pieces (Sep 2014)
By: Quintero, Isabel
Sixteen-year-old Gabi Hernandez chronicles her senior year in high school as
she copes with her friend Cindy's pregnancy, friend Sebastian's coming out,
her father's meth habit, her own cravings for food and cute boys, and
especially, the poetry that helps forge her identity.

Game (Apr 2013)
By: Lyga, Barry
After solving a deadly case in the small town of Lobo's Nod, seventeen-yearold Jazz, the son of history's most infamous serial murderer, travels to New
York City to help the police track down the Hat-Dog Killer.
Ghostopolis (Jul 2010)
By: TenNapel, Doug
When he is accidentally transported to the spirit world by a washed-out ghost
wrangler, Garth Hale discovers that the world's evil ruler wants his unique
powers, and so he teams up with some unlikely allies to find a way home.
Gingerbread (Mar 2002)
By: Cohn, Rachel
After being expelled from a fancy boarding school, Cyd Charisse's problems
with her mother escalate after Cyd falls in love with a sensitive surfer and is
subsequently sent from San Francisco to New York City to spend time with
her biological father.
Girl, stolen (Sep 2010)
By: Henry, April
When an impulsive carjacking turns into a kidnapping, Griffin, a high school
dropout, finds himself more in sympathy with his wealthy, blind victim,
sixteen-year-old Cheyenne, than with his greedy father.

The girls (Jun 2000)
By: Koss, Amy Goldman, 1954Each of the girls in a middle-school clique reveals the strong, manipulative
hold one of the group exerts on the others, and the hurt and self-doubt that it
causes them.

Glimpse (Jun 2010)
By: Williams, Carol Lynch
Living with their mother who earns money as a prostitute, two sisters take
care of each other and when the older one attempts suicide, the younger one
tries to uncover the reason.
God went to beauty school (Jun 2003)
By: Rylant, Cynthia
A novel in poems that reveal God's discovery of the wonders and pains in the
world He has created.

The greatest: Muhammad Ali (Jan 2001)
By: Myers, Walter Dean, 1937-2014
A portrait of one of the world's greatest boxers chronicles his childhood, his
rise as a champion, his politics, and his battle against Parkinsons' disease.

Hades: lord of the dead (Jan 2012)
By: O'Connor, George
Retells in graphic novel format how Hades kidnaps Persephone, the daughter
of Demeter, and brings her to the Underworld, while a grief stricken Demeter
condems the Earth to an eternal winter until Zeus intervenes.
Hard love (Jun 1999)
By: Wittlinger, Ellen
After starting to publish a zine in which he writes his secret feelings about his
lonely life and his parents' divorce, sixteen-year-old John meets an unusual girl
and begins to develop a healthier personality.
Harley like a person (Jan 2000)
By: Bauer, Cat

Fourteen-year-old Harley, an artistic teenager living with her alcoholic father
and angry mother, suspects that she is adopted and begins a search for her
biological parents
Hate you (Apr 1999)
By: McNamee, Graham
Nursing hatred for the father who choked her and damaged her voice as a
child, seventeen-year-old Alice writes songs she feels she cannot sing and
seeks to reconcile her feelings for herself and her father.
Hidden talents (Jun 1999)
By: Lubar, David
A 13-year-old boy who has been sent to an alternative school for mouthing off,
discovers that he and his classmates have psychic powers.
How it went down (Oct 2014)
By: Magoon, Kekla
When sixteen-year-old Tariq Johnson is shot to death, his community is
thrown into an uproar because Tariq was black and the shooter, Jack Franklin,
is white, and in the aftermath everyone has something to say, but no two
accounts of the events agree.
I am J (Mar 2011)
By: Beam, Cris
J, who feels like a boy mistakenly born as a girl, runs away from his best
friend who has rejected him and the parents he thinks do not understand him
when he finally decides that it is time to be who he really is.

I hunt killers (Apr 2012)
By: Lyga, Barry
Jasper "Jazz" Dent is the son of Billy Dent, the country's most notorious serial
killer, and "Dear Old Dad" taught him everything he knew. But Billy's in
prison now and Jazz wants to convince the world -- and himself -- that he's not
like his father.
I will save you (Oct 2010)
By: Pena, Matt de la
Seventeen-year-old Kidd Ellison runs away to work for the summer at a beach
campsite in California where his hard work and good looks lead to friendship
and love but painful past memories surface in menacing ways.
If I stay (Apr 2009)
By: Forman, Gayle
While in a coma following an automobile accident that killed her parents and
younger brother, seventeen-year-old Mia, a gifted cellist, weights whether to
live with her grief or join her family in death.

In real life (Oct 2014)
By: Doctorow, Cory
Immersing herself in an online role-playing game where she enjoys fantasy
heroics, Anda confronts a difficult choice when she befriends a disadvantaged
Chinese kid who works illegally to collect valuable objects and sell them to
other players for real money.
Inside out (Aug 2003)
By: Trueman, Terry
A sixteen-year-old with schizophrenia is caught up in the events surrounding
an attempted robbery by two other teens who eventually hold him hostage.

Island of Thieves (Jun 2012)
By: Lacey, Josh
After Tom Trelawney accidentally burns down his family's garden shed, Tom's
parents, who are away on vacation, send him to stay with his eccentric Uncle
Harvey in New York City. But Uncle Harvey is headed for Peru, supposedly to
hunt for treasure, and means to leave Tom behind..
Jumping off swings (Aug 2009)
By: Knowles, Johanna, 1970Tells, from four points of view, the ramifications of a pregnancy resulting from
a "one-time thing" between Ellie, who feels loved when boys touch her, and
Josh, an eager virgin with a troubled home life.
Keeping the moon (Sep 1999)
By: Dessen, Sarah
Fifteen-year-old Colie, a former fat girl, spends the summer working as a
waitress and staying with her eccentric aunt
Kindness for weakness (May 2013)
By: Goodman, Shawn, 1970A fifteen-year-old boy from an abusive home desperately seeking his older
brother's love and approval starts pushing drugs for him and suffers the
consequences.
Kissing Tennessee and other stories from the Stardust Dance (Apr 2000)
By: Appelt, Kathi, 1954Graduating eighth graders relate their stories of love and heartbreak that have
brought them to Dogwood Junior High's magical Stardust Dance.

Living dead girl (Sep 2008)
By: Scott, Elizabeth, 1972After being abducted when she was ten and abused for five years by her
kidnapper, Ray, Alice's only hope of freedom is in death, but her only way to
achieve such an escape is to help Ray find the next girl for his collection.
Lockdown (Feb 2010)
By: Myers, Walter Dean, 1937-2014
Teenage Reese, serving time at a juvenile detention facility, gets a lesson in
making it through hard times from an unlikely friend with a harrowing past.

Looking for Alaska (Mar 2005)
By: Green, John, 1977Sixteen-year-old Miles' first year at Culver Creek Preparatory School in
Alabama includes good friends and great pranks, but is defined by the search
for answers about life and death after a fatal car crash.
Love and sex: ten stories of truth (Jun 2001)
By: Cart, Michael
Covering an array of topics and situations, a collection of stories about love
and sex includes works by Joan Bauer, Angela Johnson, Chris Lynch, Garth
Nix, and Laurie Halse Anderson.

Matched (Nov 2010)
By: Condie, Allyson Braithwaite
Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for her, so
when Xander appears on-screen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia knows he is
her ideal mate--until Ky Markham's face appears for an instant before the
screen fades to black.

The maze runner (Oct 2009)
By: Dashner, James, 1972Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the middle of a maze
and realizes he must work with the community in which he finds himself if he
is to escape.
Monster (Apr 1999)
By: Myers, Walter Dean, 1937-2014
While on trial as an accomplice to a murder, sixteen-year-old Steve Harmon
records his experiences in prison and in the courtroom in the form of a film
script as he tries to come to terms with the course his life has taken.

Monster on the hill. Book 1 (Aug 2013)
By: Harrell, Rob
In a fantastical England where each small town has a monster, the people of
Stoker-on-Avon have to help their own, a depressed creature named Rayburn,
become the monster he was born to be.
Ms. Marvel. Vol. 1, No normal (Oct 2014)
By: Wilson, G. Willow, 1982Kamala Khan, a Pakistani American girl from Jersey City who lives a
conservative Muslim lifestyle with her family, suddenly acquires superhuman
powers and, despite the pressures of school and home, tries to use her abilities
to help her community.
Muchacho (Sep 2009)
By: Johnson, LouAnne
Living in a neighborhood of drug dealers and gangs in New Mexico, high
school junior Eddie Corazon, a juvenile delinquent-in-training, falls in love

with a girl who inspires him to rethink his life and his choices.
My friend Dahmer (Mar 2012)
By: Derf
In graphic novel format, the author offers an account of growing up in the
same schools as Jeffrey Dahmer, who went on to become one of the most
notorious serial killers and cannibals in United States history.
The Naturals (Nov 2013)
By: Barnes, Jennifer (Jennifer Lynn)
"Seventeen-year-old Cassie, who has a natural ability to read people, joins
an elite group of criminal profilers at the FBI in order to help solve cold
cases"--.

Nick and Norah's infinite playlist (Jan 2006)
By: Cohn, Rachel
High school student Nick O'Leary, member of a rock band, meets collegebound Norah Silverberg and asks her to be his girlfriend for five minutes in
order to avoid his ex-sweetheart.
No choirboy: murder, violence, and teenagers on death row (Aug 2008)
By: Kuklin, Susan
In-depth interviews with teenage prisoners who have been sentenced to death
and are awaiting execution on death row provides a powerful look at life
behind bars, the effects their decisions have had on themselves and others, and
their personal views on the death penalty itself.
Nobody else has to know (Sep 1999)
By: Tomey, Ingrid
Fifteen-year-old Webber must either live with guilt or tell the truth about who
was driving his grandfather's car when it struck and seriously injured a little
girl

Nothing (Feb 2010)
By: Teller, Janne, 1964When thirteen-year-old Pierre Anthon leaves school to sit in a plum tree and
train for becoming part of nothing, his seventh grade classmates set out on a
desperate quest for the meaning of life.
Nothing to lose (Apr 2004)
By: Flinn, Alex
A year after running away with a traveling carnival to escape his unbearable
home life, sixteen-year-old Michael returns to Miami, Florida, to find that his
mother is going on trial for the murder of his abusive stepfather.
Paper valentine (Jan 2013)
By: Yovanoff, Brenna
Followed everywhere by the ghost of her recently deceased best friend,
Hannah investigates the serial murders of young girls in her community.
The perks of being a wallflower (Feb 1999)
By: Chbosky, Stephen
A series of letters to an unknown correspondent reveals the coming-of-age
trials of a high-schooler named Charlie.
Pretty Girl-13 (Mar 2013)
By: Coley, Liz
Sixteen-year-old Angie finds herself in her neighborhood with no recollection
of her abduction or the three years that have passed since, until alternate
personalities start telling her their stories through letters and recordings.

The princess diaries: Princess diaries, vol. I (Aug 2000)
By: Cabot, Meg
Fourteen-year-old Mia, who is trying to lead a normal life as a teenage girl in
New York City, is shocked to learn that her father is the Prince of Genovia, a
small European principality, and that she is a princess and the heir to the
throne.

Proxy (Jun 2013)
By: London, Alex
"Privileged Syd and and his proxy, Knox, are thrown together to overthrow the
system"--.

Reality Boy (Oct 2013)
By: King, A. S. (Amy Sarig), 1970"An emotionally damaged seventeen-year-old boy in Pennsylvania who was
once an infamous reality television show star, meets a girl from another
dysfunctional family, and she helps him out of his angry shell"--.
Recovery Road (Mar 2011)
By: Nelson, Blake, 1960While she is in a rehabilitation facility for drug and alcohol abuse, seventeenyear-old Maddie meets Stewart, who is also in treatment, and they begin a
relationship, which they try to maintain after they both get out.
Rock star, superstar (Jan 2004)
By: Nelson, Blake, 1960When Pete, a talented bass player, moves from playing in the high school jazz
band to playing in a popular rock group, he finds the experience exhilarating
even as his new fame jeopardizes his relationship with girlfriend Margaret

Rooftop (Jun 2006)
By: Volponi, Paul
Still reeling from seeing police shoot his unarmed cousin to death on the roof
of a New York City housing project, seventeen-year-old Clay is dragged into
the whirlwind of political manipulation that follows.
The rules of survival (Sep 2006)
By: Werlin, Nancy
Seventeen-year-old Matthew recounts his attempts, starting at a young age, to
free himself and his sisters from the grip of their emotionally and physically
abusive mother.
Shattering glass (Mar 2002)
By: Giles, Gail
When Rob, the charismatic leader of the senior class, turns the school nerd into
Prince Charming, his actions lead to unexpected violence
Son of the mob (Oct 2002)
By: Korman, Gordon
Seventeen-year-old Vince's life is constantly complicated by the fact that he is
the son of a powerful Mafia boss, a relationship that threatens to destroy his
romance with the daughter of an FBI agent.
Suckerpunch (Jan 2008)
By: Hernandez, David, 1971Shy, seventeen-year-old Marcus and his sixteen-year-old brother, Enrique,
accompanied by two friends, drive from their home in southern California to
Monterey to confront the abusive father who walked out a year earlier, and
who now wants to return home.

Scrawl (Sep 2010)
By: Shulman, Mark, 1962When eighth-grade school bully Tod and his friends get caught committing a
crime on school property, his penalty--staying after school and writing in a
journal under the eye of the school guidance counsellor--reveals aspects of
himself that he prefers to keep hidden.
Sold (Sep 2006)
By: McCormick, Patricia, 1956When she is tricked by her stepfather and sold into prostitution, thirteen-yearold Lakshmi becomes submerged in a nightmare where her only comfort is the
friendship she forms with the other girls, which helps her survive and
eventually escape.
Some girls are (Jan 2010)
By: Summers, Courtney
Regina, a high school senior in the popular--and feared--crowd, suddenly falls
out of favor and becomes the object of the same sort of vicious bullying that
she used to inflict on others, until she finds solace with one of her former
victims.
Something like normal (Jun 2012)
By: Doller, Trish
When Travis returns home from Afghanistan, his parents are splitting up, his
brother has stolen his girlfriend and car, and he has nightmares of his best
friend getting killed, but when he runs into Harper, a girl who has despised
him since middle school, life actually starts looking up.
Speak (Oct 1999)
By: Anderson, Laurie Halse
A traumatic event in the summer has a devastating effect on Melinda's
freshman year of high schoo

Stoner & Spaz (May 2002)
By: Koertge, Ronald
A troubled youth with cerebral palsy struggles toward self-acceptance
with the help of a drug-addicted young woman.

Stop pretending: what happened when my big sister went crazy (Sep 1999)
By: Sones, Sonya
A younger sister has a difficult time adjusting to life after her older sister has a
mental breakdown.

Stuck in neutral (Jun 2000)
By: Trueman, Terry
Fourteen-year-old Shawn McDaniel, who suffers from severe cerebral palsy
and cannot function, relates his perceptions of his life, his family, and his
condition, especially as he believes his father is planning to kill him.
Things I have to tell you: poems and writing by teenage girls (Jun 2001)
By: Franco, Betsy
A collection of poems, stories, and essays written by girls twelve to eighteen
years of age and revealing the secrets which enabled them to overcome the
challenges they faced.

This is not a test (Jun 2012)
By: Summers, Courtney
Sloane Price is barricaded in Cortege High with five other teens while zombies
try to get in. She observes her fellow captives become more unpredictable and
violent as time passes although they each have much more reason to live than
she has.

Through the woods (Jul 2014)
By: Carroll, Emily
"A collection of five spine-tingling short stories"--.

Tomorrowland: ten stories about the future (Oct 1999)
By: Cart, Michael
A collection of ten stories about the future, by such authors as Lois Lowry,
Katherine Paterson, and Jon Scieszka
Tyrell (Oct 2006)
By: Booth, Coe
Fifteen-year-old Tyrell, who is living in a Bronx homeless shelter with his
spaced-out mother and his younger brother, tries to avoid temptation so he
does not end up in jail like his father.
Valiant: a modern tale of faerie (May 2005)
By: Black, Holly
Seventeen-year-old Val runs away to New York City, where she falls in with a
gang of squatters who live in the city's subway system and consort with
faeries, trolls, and other strange creatures.

War brothers: the graphic novel (Feb 2013)
By: McKay, Sharon E.
Ugandan boys Jacob and Tony, after being abducted and turned into child
soldiers, escape from their captors and reach safety, but Jacob is left with the
mental scars of their ordeal.

We were here (Oct 2009)
By: Pena, Matt de la
Haunted by the event that sentences him to time in a group home, Miguel
breaks out with two unlikely companions and together they begin their journey
down the California coast hoping to get to Mexico and a new life.
What happened to Cass McBride? (Nov 2006)
By: Giles, Gail
After his younger brother commits suicide, Kyle Kirby decides to exact
revenge on the person he holds responsible.
What my mother doesn't know (Oct 2001)
By: Sones, Sonya
A series of poems reflect the thoughts and feelings of Sophie, a fifteen-yearold-girl, as she describes her relationships with a series of boys and as she
searches for Mr. Right.
When Jeff comes home (Sep 1999)
By: Atkins, Catherine
Sixteen-year-old Jeff, returning home after having been kidnapped and held
prisoner for three years, must face his family, friends, and school and the
widespread assumption that he engaged in sexual activity with his kidnapper
Who am I without him?: short stories about girls and the boys in their
lives (May 2004)
By: Flake, Sharon
A collection of short stories about teenage girls and the issues they must deal
with in their relationships with boys.

Wintergirls (Mar 2009)
By: Anderson, Laurie Halse
Eighteen-year-old Lia comes to terms with her best friend's death from
anorexia as she struggles with the same disorder.

Yaqui Delgado wants to kick your ass (Mar 2013)
By: Medina, Meg
Informed that a bully she does not know is determined to beat her up Latin
American teen Piddy Sanchez struggles to learn more about the father she has
never met, until the bully's gang forces her to confront more difficult
challenges.

